L’enfant au grelot
JE NE TE VOYAIÈS PAS  
(I did not see you)  
75 min | French with English subtitles  
CH | 2018 | Directed by François Kohler | Documentary

More focused on the act committed than on the needs of those involved, penal justice has certain limitations. The film explores the difficult connection between victims trying to rebuild their lives and perpetrators willing to take responsibility.

In partnership with Cross Cultural Foundation for the “Safe in Custody month”

TICKET PRICE  120 THB   60 THB (members) (excluding special event)

HABLE CON ELLA  
(Talk to Her)  
112 min | Spanish with English subtitles  
ES | 2002 | Directed by Pedro Almodóvar | Drama, Romance

Two men share an odd friendship while they care for two women who are both in deep comas.

In partnership with the Embassy of Spain to Thailand

LE GRAND MÉCHANT RENARD  
(The big bad fox and other tales)  
80 min | French with English subtitles  
FR | 2017 | Directed by Benjamin Renner et Patrick Imbert | Animation

The countryside isn’t always as calm and peaceful as it’s made out to be, and the animals on this farm are particularly agitated: a fox who mothers a family of chicks, a rabbit who plays the stork, and a duck who wants to be Santa Claus.

From 6 years old

11 DEC. - 14:00

TODO SOBRE MI MADRE  
(All about my mother)  
101 min | Spanish with English subtitles  
ES | 1999 | Directed by Pedro Almodóvar | Drama

Young Esteban wants to become a writer and also to discover the identity of his second mother, a trans woman, carefully concealed by his mother Manuela.

In partnership with the Embassy of Spain to Thailand

1 DEC. - 18:30

DOLOR Y GLORIA  
(Pain and Glory)  
113 min | Spanish with English subtitles  
ES | 2019 | Directed by Pedro Almodóvar | Drama

An aging Spanish film director in the middle of a creative crisis revisits memorable events of his past.

Closing ceremony of the Pedro Almodóvar Film Festival, organised by the Embassy of Spain to Thailand.

HEARTBOUND: A DIFFERENT KIND OF LOVE STORY  
90 min | Thai and Danish with English subtitles  
TH-DK | 2018 | Directed by Janus Metz and Sim Plambech | Documentary

In the small northern region of Jutland, Denmark, over 900 Thai women are married to Danish men, a trend that started 25 years ago when a former sex worker from Northeastern Thailand married a Jutland native and has since helped lonely local men and impoverished women from her village find someone to marry and share life with.

In partnership with the International Organisation for the Migration

4 DEC. - 19:00

LA NUIT VENUE  
(Night Ride)  
95 min | French with English subtitles  
FR | 2020 | Directed by Frédéric Farrucci | Drama

One night, Noémie, a stripper and bewitching call girl, gets into Jin’s cab. Intrigued by Jin’s muteness, she asks him to become her official taxi. As the nights go by, a beautiful but dangerous love story develops between them.

8 & 15 DEC. - 18:30

LE MYSTÈRE HENRI PICK  
(The mystery of Henri Pick)  
101 min | French with English subtitles  
FR | 2019 | Directed by Rémi Bezançon | Comedy, Adaptation

An editor discovers a novel that she considers to be a masterpiece, in a library whose particularity is to collect the manuscripts refused by the publishers. The text is signed by Henri Pick, a Breton pizza maker who died two years earlier.

1 DEC. - 16:30

L’ENFANT AU GRELOT  
(The big bad fox and other tales)  
28 min | French with English subtitles  
FR | 1998 | Directed by Jacques-Rémy Girerd | animated short film

During a snowstorm, an abandoned baby is found by a postman in the middle of a forest clutching a strange sleighbell. The child, Charlie, grows up in a small orphanage with six other boys. He often confesses in his keepsake, and tries to unravel the mystery of his origin.

4 DEC. - 14:00

EMBAJADA DE ESPAÑA EN BANGKOK

EMBAJADA DE ESPAÑA EN BANGKOK

EMBAJADA DE ESPAÑA EN BANGKOK
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EMBAJADA DE ESPAÑA EN BANGKOK

EMBAJADA DE ESPAÑA EN BANGKOK

EMBAJADA DE ESPAÑA EN BANGKOK

EMBAJADA DE ESPAÑA EN BANGKOK
HOT!
62 min | English subtitles
Directed by Heimo Aga | Austria | Best Food Documentary

Undeniably, there’s a worldwide trend towards spicier food. There are more and more chili-specialized farms, producers, online shops, forums, blogs, festivals and competitions.

WITH DIRECTOR LIVE ON SCREEN FOR A Q&A
18 DEC. - 12:00

SOUND OF US
120 min | English subtitles
Directed by Chris Gero | USA | Best Musical Documentary

Music is the sound of truth, the sound of hope. It is the sound of unity and courage. During this critical time in history, the profound truth remains that music is the great, universal language. ‘The Sound of Us’ chronicles a series of wide-ranging, diverse stories that exemplify the power of music and the triumph of the human spirit.

WITH DIRECTOR LIVE ON SCREEN FOR A Q&A
18 DEC. - 14:00

SURVIVING BOKATOR
88 min | English subtitles
Directed by Mark Bochsler | Canada | Best Sport Documentary

What started as a genocide survivor’s dream to revive an ancient sport becomes an inspiring mission to heal a nation. Surviving Bokator is a powerful story about reclaiming cultural identity and building bridges between generations.

WITH DIRECTOR LIVE ON SCREEN FOR A Q&A
18 DEC. - 16:00

HORNBILL LADY
52 min | English subtitles
Directed by Yupa Petchcharit | Thailand | Best Thai Documentary

A Muslim lady challenges the gender stereotype to work as a hornbill conservationist in the unrest area of southern Thailand. Through hope and despair, “The Hornbill Lady” follows her and her team as they work to ensure the survival of the endangered species aptly known as the ‘Farmers of the Forest’.

WITH DIRECTOR LIVE ON STAGE FOR A Q&A
18 DEC. - 18:00

CIRQUE DU CAMBODIA
88 min | English subtitles
Directed by Joel Greshon | USA | Best First Time Producer

Cirque du Cambodia follows the journeys of two teenagers from rural Cambodia living out a classic fantasy – running away and joining the circus. But it isn’t just any circus they dream about, they are determined to become the first Cambodians to perform with Cirque du Soleil.

WITH DIRECTOR LIVE ON SCREEN FOR A Q&A
18 DEC. - 20:00

MUSOON, ACROSS THE UNIVERSE
104 min | English subtitles
Directed Seung-Suk Nam | South Korea | Best Travel Documentary

Musoon, Across the Universe is a visual record of an 11-day journey from Busan to Seoul by Musoon and his friend PARK Taewon, who run 470 kilometers between the two cities.

WITH DIRECTOR LIVE ON STAGE FOR A Q&A
19 DEC. - 13:00

EMPRESS MICHIKO
66 min | English subtitles
Directed by Anne-Sophie Chaumier Le Comte | France | Best Archive Based Documentary

A blend of boldness and tradition, Empress Michiko of Japan succeeded in doing what no other Japanese empress had done before her: taking control of her life despite her lack of official power. She transformed the timid respect shown by an entire nation to its emperor into a real and sincere attachment.

WITH DIRECTOR LIVE ON SCREEN FOR A Q&A
19 DEC. - 16:00

THE SIX
108 min | English subtitles
Directed by Arthur Jones | China | Best Feature Documentary

When RMS Titanic sank on a cold night in 1912, barely 700 people escaped with their lives. Among them were six Chinese men. Arriving in New York with the other survivors, the six were met not with compassion, but suspicion and slander.

BY INVITATION ONLY
WITH DIRECTOR LIVE ON SCREEN FOR A Q&A
19 DEC. - 18:00

MORE INFO AT afthailande.org/cinema-agenda | Tel: 02 670 4231

#afbkkcinema
CINEMA AGENDA IN DECEMBER

1 DEC.  18:30  JE NE TE VOYAI PAS
(I did not see you)  FREE SCREENING

2 DEC.  18:30  TODO SOBRE MI MADRE
(All About My Mother)  ALMODOVAR RETROSPECTIVE

4 DEC.  14:00  L’ENFANT AU GRELLOT
CINÉKIDS - CHRISTMAS SPECIAL

7 DEC.  18:30  HABLE CON ELLA
(Talk to Her)  ALMODOVAR RETROSPECTIVE

8 & 15 DEC.  18:30  LA NUIT VENUE
(Night Ride)  NEW RELEASE

9 DEC.  18:30  DOLOR Y GLORIA
(Pain and Glory)  ALMODOVAR RETROSPECTIVE

11 DEC.  14:00  LE GRAND MÉCHANT RENARD
(The big bad fox and other tales)  CINÉKIDS

11 DEC.  16:30  LE MYSTÈRE HENRI PICK
(The mystery of Henri Pick)

14 DEC.  19:00  HEARTBOUND: A DIFFERENT KIND OF LOVE STORY
FREE SCREENING

18 DEC.  12:00  HOT !
SPECIAL SCREENING | with director live on screen for a Q&A

14 DEC.  14:00  SOUND OF US
SPECIAL SCREENING

16 DEC.  16:00  SURVIVING BOKATOR
SPECIAL SCREENING | with director live on screen for a Q&A

18 DEC.  18:00  HORNBILL LADY
SPECIAL SCREENING | with director live on stage for a Q&A

20 DEC.  18:00  CIRQUE DU CAMBODIA
SPECIAL SCREENING | with director live on screen for a Q&A

19 DEC.  12:00  HIGHLAND
SPECIAL SCREENING | with director live on stage for a Q&A

13 DEC.  13:00  MUSOON, ACROSS THE UNIVERSE
SPECIAL SCREENING | with director live on stage for a Q&A

16 DEC.  16:00  EMPRESS MICHIKO
SPECIAL SCREENING | with director live on screen for a Q&A

18 DEC.  18:00  THE SIX (BY INVITATION ONLY)
SPECIAL SCREENING | with director live on screen for a Q&A

MORE INFO AT  afthailande.org/cinema-agenda | Tel: 02 670 4231